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1. Aim of the document 

The aim of this document is to draw up the “Competence Profile of the VET planner in the Work Based 

Learning field”. Initially the different aspects of the WBL in the project partner countries are described, a 

comprehensive model has been created which, integrated with the results of a survey of 150 VET planners 

on their work needs, have leaded to the identification of the characteristics of the VET planner in the field 

of WBL. The “Competence profile” indicates the key activities (Unit of competence) and for each activity it 

has been specified the knowledge, skills, responsibilities and autonomy that must be specific to the VEPA 

professional figure. A set of ECVET points will be allocated to each unit of competence, so to allow its 

recognition and transfer in existing official qualification and comparison with similar profile in different 

countries. 

VEPA professional figure also refers to ECVET and EQF.  

 

2. The desk research methodology and results, national differences  

To build up the "Competence Profile of the VET Planner" a desk research was carried out by each partner to 

find out whether the competence framework and training modules for this figure already exist in the 

partner countries and, more widely, in Europe.  

Once the researches have been completed by the partners, the results have been collected in one 

documents and here are the main assumptions. 

General state of art of WBL in the partners’ country  

VEPA partners started their research by summarizing the characteristics of WBL in their country. 

FRANCE 
In France, there are two main systems for "learning" in the European sense of the term: the 
professionalization contract and the apprenticeship contract, both signed between the employer and the 
employee. Apprenticeship has long been a real pathway to qualification parallel to the traditional school 
path. Nowadays the apprenticeship is aimed to allow persons aged from 16 to 25 to follow a regular school 
curriculum, both theoretical and practical, to get a professional skill based on a diploma or a professional 
qualification. Since 2004 the professionalization contract replaces the qualification contract. The aim of this 
contract is to facilitate the access to employment by a certification recognized by the State or a 
professional sector. Since 2005, French government, has highlighted apprenticeship to overcome youth 
unemployment and in particular low skilled young. 

Unfortunately, the general public does not have confidence in these systems and apprenticeship training is 

still undervalued and discredited in France. The Apprenticeship image suffered when the race for high 

qualifications, and especially in higher education, began in the second half of the 20th century. At present, 

it seems that this trend has not been reversed, but the goal is to give apprenticeship training and workplace 

learning an aura identical to that of the educational stream school. 

ROMANIA 
In brief, the current status in Romania is: 

a. To provide training, the Trainer must accomplish a special course finished with exam and 
certificate. Everything under the supervision of Romanian Ministry of Education. 
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b. In Romania, each company which wants to offer apprenticeships must provide a Tutor. To be 
Tutor/Master you must: 
- be employed of the Host Company; 
- have a competence certificate for the field you teach the apprentice; 
- have minim 3 years of experience in that profession. 

c. There are many VET Centers which offer training for Trainers and for Trainees.  
d. There are also a lot of electronic platforms and e-courses available, so that those are interested to 

grow their competencies has the possibility to do it. 
 
SPAIN  
The WBL in Spain basically consists of combining practice and theory so that a solid base of knowledge and 
skills can be built that can be carried out or used in practice based on the development of skills in the 
student. Specifically, the new policies on dual vocational training in Spanish regulations can be summarized 
as: the set of training actions and initiatives, mixed employment and training, which aim at the professional 
qualification of workers in a regime of alternation of work activity in a company with the training activity 
received under the vocational training system for employment or the education system (RD 1529/2012). 
However, Spain is a clear example where the trainee is still a student instead of an employee who has 
already been hired (European Training Foundation, 2014). 

 
- Initial VET (i-VET): 
- Training in Work Centers (FCT 
- Continuous VET (c-VET): 
- Training and employment mixed programmes 
- Second Chance Schools 
- Informal learning in the workplace 

 
 

GERMANY 
In Germany  there are a variety of WBL options in different states: vocational secondary schools, vocational 
grammar schools or similar schools that have a strong vocational orientation and lead to a secondary level 
II exam that will give access to higher education. Different regulations exist how the WBL is included in 
schools activities. 
Here it is well established the Dual System whose main characteristic is the cooperation between small and 
medium-sized enterprises, on one hand, and public vocational schools on the other. This cooperation is 
regulated by law. Trainees in the dual system typically spend part of each week in a vocational school and 
the other part in a company, or they may spend longer periods at each place before alternating.  
In the dual system, the mostly young learners have the status of employees holding a work contract with a 
company. 
Moreover, there is a regulation from the German Ministry for Education and Research that prescribes 
standards for occupational and work-related teaching abilities of instructors/ in-company trainers.  
There are also Vocational Schools that provide IVET apart from the dual system. The status of these 
trainees is students at vocational schools. Most of these schools are directed to educational and health 
professions. This vocational education, includes several internships in different companies or organizations. 
Other type of WBL: 
- the setting-up of an enterprise that is often related to possessing the master craftsman diploma for 
the specific occupation. Since the master exam will be divided in practical, theoretical, economy/law, 
pedagogy,  the preparation courses offer also work-based learning for the practical part. 
- training provided by a chamber of crafts training center in Germany: off-the job work-based CVET 
sometimes uses simulated work-environments.  
More and more higher education studies for a bachelor degree include internships in enterprises directed 
to work-based learning. The administration of the internships is regulated by the University, the learners 
are still considered as university students during this period. 
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ITALY 
In Italy, work-based learning can be implemented through the apprenticeship organized in the following 
forms: the professional qualification of 3/4 years (15-25 years - Regional vocational training); high 
qualification and research (18-29 years); professional qualifications (18-29 years). Internships are planned, 
which can be whether or not they are included in an educational itinerary. As part of the training 
programmes professional, work-based learning can take different forms based on the disciplinary field (e.g. 
periods of alternation, periods of on-the-job training, etc.). of work, on-site laboratories). School 
alternation complements classroom training with experience in the workplace and, in recent years, a new 
form of Work-based learning: Simulated business projects.* 

The WBL can be found in all levels of education - initial, post-secondary and tertiary - and in education and 
training professional continues. However, the actual percentage of learning that takes place in the 
workplace may vary considerably in terms of intensity and frequency, moving from apprenticeship to life 
familiarization events work. 

It is useful to classify the various WBL schemes into the following main models: 

1. The first model is apprenticeships or alternation schemes. 
2. The second model is that of training periods in companies.  
3. The last model is the one corresponding to work-based forms of learning that are integrated into 
the training programme, such as the use of laboratories, kitchens, workshops and other environmental 
"simulations entrepreneurial and professional” . 

VET planner competence description at National level  

In Germany there is framework for the training of instructors/ in-company trainers in the dual system. The 

most recent edition was published in 2009. The activities are dedicated to in-company training in the dual 

system: 20% of the training to planning, 20% to preparation of VET/WBL and recruitment, 45% to manage 

VET/WBL, 15% evaluation/monitoring. These so-called action fields are described with competences, skills 

and knowledge and examples for concrete contents.  

There are specific requirements that have to be met by instructors/ in-company trainers in the dual system, 

both personal and technical qualifications. The “Vocational Training Act”, Section §29, states that 

instructors/ in-company trainers have to be allowed to employ children and young persons and that they 

are not in conflict with the Vocational Act or any regulations related to it. Section §30 in combination with a 

special regulation lists the technical/occupation-orientated qualifications: 

- holding the specific vocational qualification,  
- having completed a specific certificate for instructors/  in-company trainers (“Ausbildung der 

Ausbilder - Ausbildereignungsverordnung AEVO). This is a special exam examined by the chambers 

and usually being passed subsequently to a training course. It includes both, a theoretical (3 hours) 

and a practical exam (30 minutes). 

The WBL Pro project defined the specific knowledge, skills, responsibility and autonomy and competences 

necessary to promote, guide, assist, facilitate and assess effective WBL experiences. The project established  

that the new generation of WBL Professionals will be able to design, develop, and deliver and assess quality 

work based learning arrangements, recognizing and overcoming some of the most common problems 

associated with practical implementation of WBL in Europe. 
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In Italy there are no specific rules or laws governing the work of VET professional, no specific qualifications, 

enrolment in registers or minimum periods of compulsory professional practice are required, therefore 

there is neither a description of the competence profile of the VET planner at national level. The only 

reference we find is in the “WBL pro project” in which an Italian partner also participated, hence, also in 

Italy we take as reference the professional skills of the WBL professional as suggested by this project. Other 

projects carried out thanks to the EU founds, have brought to light the needs of trainers but in specific 

areas: for example the project “Transtowork” that has the objective to enhance, reinforce and structure 

work-based learning (WBL) in vocational training courses for young people aged 18 to 35 (EQF level 4-5-6), 

particularly in Architecture, Engineering and Construction that show a gap in skills and a lack of propensity 

to change.  

In Romania, there are not descriptions of the VET planner competences, the competences necessary for a 

good teaching framework are highlighted, anched in the realities of the third millennium, but are general 

and are considered to relate to certain characteristics of education and of the education system. 

In Spain Vocational school training teachers’ qualifications are defined and other information about VET 

provided by national partner institutions can be found. 

In France there’s no common skills profile for VET planner. But from professionals involved in Work based 

learning (VET trainers, tutors and mentors) we can deduce the basic skills needed: technical skills, relational 

skills, communication skills, intercultural and cross skills. 

Tools for planning WBL 

In Germany there is framework for the training of instructors/ in-company trainers in the dual system. The 

activities are dedicated to in-company training: 20% of the training to planning, 20% to preparation of 

VET/WBL and recruitment, 45% to manage VET/WBL, 15% evaluation/monitoring. These action fields are 

described with competences, skills and knowledge and examples for concrete contents.  

There are specific requirements that have to be met by instructors/ in-company trainers in the dual system, 

both personal and technical qualifications:  

- have to be allowed to employ children and young persons and that they are not in conflict with the 
Vocational Act or any regulations related to it 

- holding the specific vocational qualification,  

- having completed a specific certificate for instructors/  in-company trainers  

In Italy there are no specific rules or laws governing the work of VET professional, no specific qualifications, 

enrolment in registers or minimum periods of compulsory professional practice are required, therefore 

there is neither a description of the competence profile of the VET planner at national level. The only 

reference we find is in the “WBL pro project” in which an Italian partner also participated and other 

projects have brought to light the needs of trainers but in specific areas. 

In Romania, there are not descriptions of the VET planner competences, the competences necessary for a 

good teaching framework are highlighted, also in the realities of the third millennium, but are general and 

are considered to relate to certain characteristics of education and of the education system. 

In Spain Vocational school training teachers’ qualifications are defined and other information about VET 

provided by national partner institutions can be found. 
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In France there’s no common skills profile for VET planner. But from professionals involved in Work based 

learning (VET trainers, tutors and mentors) we can deduce the basic skills needed: technical skills, relational 

skills, communication skills, intercultural and cross skills. 

VET planner connected to WBL needs  

Among the most significant documents indicated by the German partners, we point out “Teachers and 
trainers in work-based learning/apprenticeships” Final report - aimed to provide the ET 2020 Working 
Group on VET (2016-2018) with findings on three key areas:  

1) governance arrangements in place for professionals involved in WBL;  
2) professionalization arrangements for those professionals; and finally,  
3) in what way cooperation between schools and companies is arranged, focusing on the quality of the 
professionals involved.” 

Whilst Cedefop has published 28 European country reports on the topic of apprenticeship-type schemes 
and structured work-based learning programmes. The report for Germany, e.g. explains the process of how 
changes in the qualification requirements of an occupation are agreed with the different stakeholders 
involved: Federal Government, Länder, the industry and trade unions. “As self-governing bodies of industry, 
the chambers have been assigned public tasks in dual training (competent bodies). These include 
counselling monitoring functions with regard to the individual training contracts. Training advisers of the 
chambers verify the aptitude of companies and instructors for providing training and advise both 
companies and trainees.” (p10/11) 

The Romanian partner indicated a Romanian study that proposes a coherent approach to initial vocational 
training and continuous vocational training, leading to the development of an accessible, attractive, 
competitive and relevant vocational training system for labour market requirements “ROMANIAN 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING STRATEGY FOR THE PERIOD 2015-2020” 
http://sgg.gov.ro/legislativ/docs/2015/11/y7d0_9htkv32rqc1pwsg.pdf 

Another study that worth a mention is the theme of the conference "Work-based Learning Toolkit goes 
live!" https://www.erasmusplus.ro/evenimente-det/vrs/IDev/409 that refers to the tools made within the 
NetWBL thematic network to facilitate the implementation of projects supporting workplace learning and 
apprenticeships. The volume “Personality questionnaires in psychological evaluation” 
https://alingavreliuc.files.wordpress.com/2010/10/mihaela-minulescu-chestionarele-de-personalitate-in-
investigarea-psihologica1.pdf  deals with the issue of psychological evaluation in education. Proposes a 
coherent approach to initial vocational training and continuous vocational training, leading to the 
development of an accessible, attractive, competitive and relevant vocational training system for labor 
market requirements.  

The Italian partner indicated a remarkable documents, at European level, that provides guidance to help 
policy-makers and stakeholders design policies and practices that enable teachers and trainers to reach 
their full potential. The aim is to ensure that these teachers and trainers can help equip  learners  with the 
skills and attitudes needed for employment, in line with the modernization efforts included in the New 
Skills Agenda for Europe (http://www.bollettinoadapt.it/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/KE-02-18-612-EN-
N.pdf) 

 

With regard to the research of the Spanish partner, are highlighted: a web site reporting several studies, 
including main teachers training needs: planning and programming training activities, assessment 
methodologies and e-learning communication skills and tool 

http://sgg.gov.ro/legislativ/docs/2015/11/y7d0_9htkv32rqc1pwsg.pdf
https://www.erasmusplus.ro/evenimente-det/vrs/IDev/409
https://alingavreliuc.files.wordpress.com/2010/10/mihaela-minulescu-chestionarele-de-personalitate-in-investigarea-psihologica1.pdf
https://alingavreliuc.files.wordpress.com/2010/10/mihaela-minulescu-chestionarele-de-personalitate-in-investigarea-psihologica1.pdf
http://www.bollettinoadapt.it/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/KE-02-18-612-EN-N.pdf
http://www.bollettinoadapt.it/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/KE-02-18-612-EN-N.pdf
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(https://www.fundae.es/Observatorio/Pages/informes-de-Evaluaci%C3%B3n.aspx), some chapters of a 
book “VET in Spain” https://octaedro.com/appl/botiga/client/img/10037.pdf, in particular Chapter IV: 
curricula design, Chapter V: VET Trainers qualification and a “Teaching Guide: curriculum design in Training 
and Career Guidance” 
https://www.ui1.es/sites/default/files/page_guides/files/gd_master_master_secundaria_diseno_curricular
_en_formacion_y_orientacion_laboral.pdf that is about teachers One-Year Master degree programme on 
the subject “Curriculum design in Training and Career Guidance”. Includes learning outcomes and 
competencies. 

Lastly, the French partner, presents a CEDEFOP study that explains guiding principles on professional 
development of trainers in VET 
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/files/TWG_Guiding_principles_on_professional_development_of_trainers
_in_VET_FINAL.pdf and a presentation of the "Contracts for a regional plan for the development of 
vocational training and guidance” (CPRDFOP), aimed to define and implement regional vocational training 
policy, the Region has at its disposal programming tools. In particular, it has the contract for a regional plan 
for the development of vocational training and guidance, which remains the most important tool. The 
region is responsible for coordinating vocational training policies in its territory, in particular through the 
contract for a regional plan for the development of vocational training and guidance. This is a quadripartite 
agreement between President of Regional Council, Government representatives in the region, local 
educational authorities and employers and employees organizations. 

Tools for planning WBL  

In Romania there is a platform, named "Choose your way!"  http://www.alegetidrumul.ro   that represents 
the information portal for all students, teachers and representatives of companies, interested in pursuing a 
pathway in vocational and technical education as well as the development of an education and practical 
training option aimed at the easier integration of future graduates into a labor market in constant change. 
Tools for planning WBL can be find in a Methodological Guide “Didactics of Competency Training” to 
implement the conceptual induced by key European competencies and Skills from School Curriculum 
https://www.uvvg.ro/cdep/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Didactica-competente-final.pdf. Another 
CEDEFOP documents has been mentioned: VET in Romania. This short description contributes to better 
understanding of vocational education and training in Romania by providing an insight into its main 
features and highlighting system developments and current challenges 
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/publications-and-resources/publications/4171. An overview on what 
does the Romanian legislation on professional training provide is presented by this web site 
https://www.traininguri.ro/ce-prevede-legislatia-romaneasca-despre-formarea-profesionala/. It is also 
indicated the NAC (National Authority for Qualifications) website https://www.edu.ro/ANC that develops 
the National Qualifications Framework and manages the National Register of Qualifications, the National 
Register of Approved Vocational Training Providers, the National Register of Graduates of Adult Training 
Authorization Programs 

If we investigate what happens in Germany, in terms of tools for planning WBL, the 2 projects mentioned 
are “WBL-Toolkit” https://www.wbl-toolkit.eu/site/toolkit/listoftools and “WBL-PRO TOOLKIT” http://wbl-
professional.eu/2017/04/06/io-5-wbl-pro-toolkit/ which, respectively, provides a single platform for the 
promotion of identified products, approaches and tools in addition to confirming the reach, users, benefits 
and state-of-play of work-based learning in Europe. The Toolkit is one of the core outputs of the Work 
Based Learning and Apprenticeships network known as NetWBL. NetWBL is a network of 29 national 
funding agencies, each responsible for delivering decentralized actions of the Erasmus+ programme, which 
is coordinated by the German National Agency at BIBB. Network operations are funded directly by the 
European Commission and center on the identification and promotion of good or interesting practices and 
products relevant to the development and delivery of work-based learning.  

https://www.fundae.es/Observatorio/Pages/informes-de-Evaluaci%25C3%25B3n.aspx
https://octaedro.com/appl/botiga/client/img/10037.pdf
https://www.ui1.es/sites/default/files/page_guides/files/gd_master_master_secundaria_diseno_curricular_en_formacion_y_orientacion_laboral.pdf
https://www.ui1.es/sites/default/files/page_guides/files/gd_master_master_secundaria_diseno_curricular_en_formacion_y_orientacion_laboral.pdf
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/files/TWG_Guiding_principles_on_professional_development_of_trainers_in_VET_FINAL.pdf
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/files/TWG_Guiding_principles_on_professional_development_of_trainers_in_VET_FINAL.pdf
http://www.alegetidrumul.ro/
https://www.uvvg.ro/cdep/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Didactica-competente-final.pdf
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/publications-and-resources/publications/4171
https://www.traininguri.ro/ce-prevede-legislatia-romaneasca-despre-formarea-profesionala/
https://www.edu.ro/ANC
https://www.wbl-toolkit.eu/site/toolkit/listoftools
http://wbl-professional.eu/2017/04/06/io-5-wbl-pro-toolkit/
http://wbl-professional.eu/2017/04/06/io-5-wbl-pro-toolkit/
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The WBL-PRO Toolkit is a virtual library of more than 160 best-practice examples and tools for work-based 
learning in Europe. In particular  

 LEARNING AREA A: Design quality work-based learning 

 LEARNING AREA B: Develop quality work-based learning 

 LEARNING AREA C: Deliver quality work-based learning 

 LEARNING AREA D: Assess quality work-based learning. 

Additionally, a whole collection of best practices and tools as one comprehensive file here can be 
downloaded. The WBL_PRO Toolkit is available in seven language versions (English, German, Portuguese, 
Spanish, Italian, Latvian and Bulgarian).  

In Italy, apart from the Erasmus + projects that deal with WBL in which some Italian institution are 
involved, we cannot talk about a real spread of tools for the planning of the WBL. Anyway, it worth 
mentioning a couple of studies that lay the foundations for the construction of tools that can be applied in 
the Italian context. For example, a thesis investigates the “Formativeness of Work-Based Learning” 
http://dspace.unive.it/bitstream/handle/10579/12902/956181-1197784.pdf?sequence=2 that lays the 
theoretical and practical foundations for the construction of the WBL. Another interesting article is “Work-
based learning from Leonardo to Erasmus+: Critical issues and open challenges” 
http://isfoloa.isfol.it/bitstream/handle/123456789/1604/Oss_3_2016_Balduini_Fiacco_Violi.pdf?sequence
=1 This paper explores the acquis, critical issues, open challenges and possible avenues of work for the 
development and promotion of work-based learning in systems and practices. 

Also in Spain the project “WBL PRO” is taken into account when designing an Educational project within 
schools and “WBL pro” especially the best-practice examples and tools.  

On the France side, is reported a tool kit https://cte.ed.gov/wbltoolkit/  that provides state and local 
program administrators with information regarding the key components of WBL, an instructional strategy 
that enhances classroom learning by connecting it to the workplace. It offers guidelines and resources 
related to creating a state WBL strategy, engaging employers, collecting data, and scaling effective 
programs. 

Tools for assessing  WBL 

Besides of the tools indicated in the projects “WBL pro project” and “WBL net”, taken here as reference, 
VEPA partners indicated other sources that provides significant instruments for assessing WBL. 

In Romania, the National Accreditation Centre website http://site.anc.edu.ro/en/2659-2/, provides  
instruments for classifying qualifications according to a set of criteria that correspond to specific learning 
levels achieved. 

In the Italian CEDEFOP website https://www.ecipa.it/images/articoli/work-based-learning-in-
europe_en.pdf, we can find an interesting presentation named “WBL in Europe: Practices and Policy 
Pointers” where tools to support effective, high quality work-based learning are listed. 

As regards of Spain desk research, it has been listed the following materials on the assessment topic: 
“FUNDAE” the State Foundation for Training in Employment, which through the management of public 
funds, helps companies to train workers while facilitating their free access to the training offer 
https://www.fundae.es/Empresas%20y%20organizaciones/Pages/Documentaci%C3%B3n-
Subvenciones_2016.aspx provides a manual for the evaluation and questionnaire for the evaluation of the 
quality of training actions; the  “Work placement Training HANDBOOK. Guide for tutors” 
http://mestreacasa.gva.es/c/document_library/get_file?folderId=500009604064&name=DLFE-450445.pdf 

http://dspace.unive.it/bitstream/handle/10579/12902/956181-1197784.pdf?sequence=2
http://isfoloa.isfol.it/bitstream/handle/123456789/1604/Oss_3_2016_Balduini_Fiacco_Violi.pdf?sequence=1
http://isfoloa.isfol.it/bitstream/handle/123456789/1604/Oss_3_2016_Balduini_Fiacco_Violi.pdf?sequence=1
http://site.anc.edu.ro/en/2659-2/
https://www.ecipa.it/images/articoli/work-based-learning-in-europe_en.pdf
https://www.ecipa.it/images/articoli/work-based-learning-in-europe_en.pdf
https://www.fundae.es/Empresas%2520y%2520organizaciones/Pages/Documentaci%25C3%25B3n-Subvenciones_2016.aspx
https://www.fundae.es/Empresas%2520y%2520organizaciones/Pages/Documentaci%25C3%25B3n-Subvenciones_2016.aspx
http://mestreacasa.gva.es/c/document_library/get_file?folderId=500009604064&name=DLFE-450445.pdf
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indicated strategy and tools to evaluate WBL (aimed at tutors within companies); in the Andalusia 
Government portal 
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/empleo/recursos/material_didactico/especialidades/materialdidactico_a
dmon_y_gestion/empleado_oficina/PDF/GUIAFORMADOR/CUADERNO.PDF a VET Apprenticeship 
evaluation tools can be downloaded. 

The French partner considers it necessary to focus attention on the Physical Sciences Practice Guide 
entitled “An Introduction to Work-Based Learning” 
https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/system/files/work_based_learning.pdf , by the UK Physical Sciences Centre 
Department of Chemistry University of Hull, that, at page 24, talks about methods for assessing WBL. 
Another significant platform, very useful for who is looking for tools for assessing WBL, is the TrainCom 
Information and Learning Platform http://train-com.de/traincom/english/index_en.rsys: an information 
and learning platform for VET teachers and tutors who are engaged in developing or designing programmes 
with a view to competency’ orientation. A 5-module learning tool that provide practical examples of how to 
plan, support and assess WBL effectively. The “European guidelines for validating non-formal and informal 
learning” https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/files/3073_en.pdf is another instrument that provides, for each 
of the themes identified by the 2012 recommendation on validating non-formal and informal learning, a set 
of questions are introduced as check lists to reflect on the critical issues to be addressed for validation 
arrangements to be fully functional. 

Educational project related to WBL 

At this stage, the desk researches, intend to show some educational project already implemented or in 
progress at the time of this research, dealing with the WBL topics. Here projects “WBL pro project” and 
“WBL net” are not intentionally mentioned.  

In addition to the above mentioned projects, in Romania, 5 educational project address WBL topics at 
different level have been conducted: “Learning by Doing” http://www.interreg-danube.eu/approved-
projects/learning-by-doing/, an INTERREG project whose aim is  to prepare VET development 
recommendations, with the participation of project partners, vocational training centers and county 
chambers, building on the results of the project so far. “Learning Station Analysis Guide” http://icsas-
project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/O1_LSA_RO-version_Romania.pdf is a tool for connection 
between Activity Fields-AF and Work-Based Learning. “E&E FASHION” 
http://www.colegiulstefanescu.ro/eefashion/output2/WBL%20Tools%20document%20RO.pdf Education - 
Employment Partnership for iVET in the fashion sector, is an European teaching and training tool to support 
the implementation of work-based learning at all stages of vocational education and training (VET). 
“Romanian apprenticeship System Evaluation” 
http://sgg.gov.ro/docs/File/UPP/doc/analiza_impact/Analiza%20privind%20sistemul%20de%20ucenicie%2
0in%20Romania.pdf presents the general picture of the apprenticeship model and its subsequent changes, 
as well as detailed information on the evolution of the apprenticeship system at the workplace. “Romania 
meseriasa”  https://www.taraluiandrei.ro/docs/raport-politica-
publica/Raport%20de%20politica%20publica_2018.pdf is a report that makes an assessment of the specific 
needs and problems of TVET in Romania and proposes solutions that will lead to a better connection of the 
TVET reform with the needs of the economy. 

 

The Italian partner indicates “WBL 2.0 Project” https://wbl.pixel-online.org/index.php that aims to enhance 
the cooperation between VET providers and companies to promote Work Based Learning and prevent 
demotivation of the trainees caused by the lack of practical application of what they learn; “WBLQUAL” 
project https://cesie.org/en/work-based-learning-benefits-wbl/  whose aim is to produce a more effective 
way of improving professional skills and behaviors of work based employees, through the use of academic 

http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/empleo/recursos/material_didactico/especialidades/materialdidactico_admon_y_gestion/empleado_oficina/PDF/GUIAFORMADOR/CUADERNO.PDF
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/empleo/recursos/material_didactico/especialidades/materialdidactico_admon_y_gestion/empleado_oficina/PDF/GUIAFORMADOR/CUADERNO.PDF
https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/system/files/work_based_learning.pdf
http://train-com.de/traincom/english/index_en.rsys
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/files/3073_en.pdf
http://www.interreg-danube.eu/approved-projects/learning-by-doing/
http://www.interreg-danube.eu/approved-projects/learning-by-doing/
http://icsas-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/O1_LSA_RO-version_Romania.pdf
http://icsas-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/O1_LSA_RO-version_Romania.pdf
http://www.colegiulstefanescu.ro/eefashion/output2/WBL%2520Tools%2520document%2520RO.pdf
http://sgg.gov.ro/docs/File/UPP/doc/analiza_impact/Analiza%2520privind%2520sistemul%2520de%2520ucenicie%2520in%2520Romania.pdf
http://sgg.gov.ro/docs/File/UPP/doc/analiza_impact/Analiza%2520privind%2520sistemul%2520de%2520ucenicie%2520in%2520Romania.pdf
https://www.taraluiandrei.ro/docs/raport-politica-publica/Raport%2520de%2520politica%2520publica_2018.pdf
https://www.taraluiandrei.ro/docs/raport-politica-publica/Raport%2520de%2520politica%2520publica_2018.pdf
https://wbl.pixel-online.org/index.php
https://cesie.org/en/work-based-learning-benefits-wbl/
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WBL programmes refining a method of providing qualifications for work based activity that will also 
produce benefits for employers in performance, behavior and attitude of learners; “WWW – We Welcome 
Work: online apprenticeship simulator for introducing work strategies to teachers, students and 
companies” http://wewelcomework.eu/we-welcome-work/about-the-project/ whose main aim is to offer 
non-formal opportunities for young people to acquire employability, entrepreneurship and digital skills to 
support their transition from school to the world of work thus achieving a better skills match and career 
orientation. It facilitates students’ induction into the world of work by connecting the theoretical 
knowledge they acquire at school with the world of work;  “VET 2 Business” 
http://www.vet2business.eu/the-project/apprenticeship-work-bassed-learning that meant to create two 
new Curricula in the field including strong WBL and apprenticeships programme simple menting a needs 
analysis of the business sector, as well as design and development of an “ePORTFOLIO for apprentices.  

In Spain we can discover other 2 projects that concern WBL. The first one is “High school Atenea (Cuidad 
Real, Castilla-La Mancha) http://ies-atenea.com/wordpress/oferta-educativa/formacion-profesional/cgs-
integracion-social/ that is a High School Educational Project regarding to WBL and social inclusion. The 
second project is “WBLTour project” http://www.wbltour.eu/ whose aim is aims to support the 
development of partnerships, between VET providers, enterprises and other actors through the creation of 
intermediary platforms/partnerships. 

In conclusion, form the France side,  the project “Work   Based   Learning (WBL)   research   project” 
https://cesie.org/work-based-learning-benefits-wbl/ is brought to attention. Its  main objectives of the 
project were to produce a more effective way of improving the skills and behaviours of work-based 
employees, through the use of academic WBL programmes. The other project cited is “Promote WBL” 
http://www.promotewbl.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/IO1-Guide-on-Effective-WBL-in-VET.pdf that is 
a pan-European project which aims to equip professionals who work in the Vocational Education and 
Training sector, and other professionals involved in developing young people’s skills and career advice, with 
a greater insight into best practice in creating an environment for high quality work-based learning to take 
place. In addition of the above mentioned projects “WEXHE” https://wexhe.eu/index.php/why-wexhe-
project/ that supports the development of work-based learning relating to HE internships/work 
placements, apprenticeships and entrepreneurship, and “WBLIC” http://www.wblic.org.uk/ Work Based 
Learning as Integrated Curriculum is a 2-year international research project aimed at identifying best 
practice in work/practice relevant learning in higher education settings. 

Training courses/modules  related to WBL 

In Romania it already exists a “training program” https://www.traininguri.ro/ce-prevede-legislatia-
romaneasca-despre-formarea-profesionala/ that offers articles, reviews, face-to-face and online courses - 
VET an alternative chosen by adults for personal and professional development.  The “Apprentices 
program” https://www.heidelbergcement.ro/ro/programul-de-formare-profesionala-prin-ucenicie is a 
program with a duration of 24 months, during which the apprentices are employed in one of the cement 
factories of the Group. The apprentices attend a training plan and a practical training plan, specific to the 
field of activity - the technological process of production of cement, under the guidance of apprenticeship 
coordinators, experienced specialists of Heidelberg Cement Romania.  

In Germany training of the instructors/ in-company trainers (“AdA”) according to the AEVO regulation 
“Ordinance on Aptitude of Instructors” (this translation of the certificate was issued by the Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry (a public body), the responsible authority in accordance with the German 
Vocational Training Act, to certify the successful completion of an examination for a qualification under the 
Act. It is not a university degree) https://www.ihk-bonn.de/fachbereiche/berufsbildung-und-
fachkraeftesicherung/weiterbildung/weiterbildungspruefungen-hoehere_ 
berufsbildung/ausbildereignungspruefung.html: each company in Germany which wants to offer 
apprenticeships in the dual system, has to employ at least one staff member who holds the “Ordinance on 

http://wewelcomework.eu/we-welcome-work/about-the-project/
http://www.vet2business.eu/the-project/apprenticeship-work-bassed-learning
http://ies-atenea.com/wordpress/oferta-educativa/formacion-profesional/cgs-integracion-social/
http://ies-atenea.com/wordpress/oferta-educativa/formacion-profesional/cgs-integracion-social/
http://www.wbltour.eu/
https://cesie.org/work-based-learning-benefits-wbl/
http://www.promotewbl.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/IO1-Guide-on-Effective-WBL-in-VET.pdf
https://wexhe.eu/index.php/why-wexhe-project/
https://wexhe.eu/index.php/why-wexhe-project/
http://www.wblic.org.uk/
https://www.traininguri.ro/ce-prevede-legislatia-romaneasca-despre-formarea-profesionala/
https://www.traininguri.ro/ce-prevede-legislatia-romaneasca-despre-formarea-profesionala/
https://www.heidelbergcement.ro/ro/programul-de-formare-profesionala-prin-ucenicie
https://www.ihk-bonn.de/fachbereiche/berufsbildung-und-fachkraeftesicherung/weiterbildung/weiterbildungspruefungen-hoehere_%2520berufsbildung/ausbildereignungspruefung.html
https://www.ihk-bonn.de/fachbereiche/berufsbildung-und-fachkraeftesicherung/weiterbildung/weiterbildungspruefungen-hoehere_%2520berufsbildung/ausbildereignungspruefung.html
https://www.ihk-bonn.de/fachbereiche/berufsbildung-und-fachkraeftesicherung/weiterbildung/weiterbildungspruefungen-hoehere_%2520berufsbildung/ausbildereignungspruefung.html
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Aptitude of Instructors” (“AdA”) examined by the chambers.  Training courses preparing for the exam are 
offered permanently in many adult or VET education centers all over Germany.  

The Italian partner reports, in his desk research, some courses which are not necessarily grounded in Italy, 
addressed to the different actors of WBL. For instance, this ERASMUS Training course 
https://www.erasmustrainingcourses.com/dual-education-and-work-based-learning.html, allows 
participants to increase their knowledge and competences about WBL and dual education system. This 
other “Wbl capacity building and knowledge sharing for VET stakeholders and policy makers” 
http://etfwbl.eu/home/en/introduction is addressed to policy makers working in the VET system. The 
course offered by the TRAIN project http://train-com.de/traincom/english/index_en.rsys, already 
mentioned in this documents, delivers information and inspiration to teachers, trainers and assessors in 
Vocational Education and Training who are engaged in developing or redesigning programmes with a view 
to (a stronger) competency orientation. “Promote WBL http://www.promotewbl.eu/?p=5393 provides VET 
professionals with the knowledge and tools to make it happen through a dedicated online course. “WNL in 
a digital area” https://www.dc4work.eu/ whose aim is to increase the digital competence of the employees 
and thus to promote the competitiveness and job security in the companies. 

In Spain there are Public State Services Courses 
https://www.sepe.es/contenidos/autonomos/formacion/formacion.html that provides a list of training for 
employment courses develop by Public Administration, also some Compulsory work placement Module of 
contents can be found here 
http://servicios.educarm.es/templates/portal/ficheros/websDinamicas/30/fct.pdf. 

France offers Work Based Learning teacher training professional development for teachers looking to 
integrate Work Based Learning https://www.udemy.com/workbasedlearning/: in this course teachers will 
get an overview of Work-Based learning and best practices for WBL implementation, including Guest 
Speakers, Industry Tours, Job Shadows and Internships. Begin with ideas of how you can integrate Work-
Based learning into your classroom through career exploration and goal setting. 

https://www.erasmustrainingcourses.com/dual-education-and-work-based-learning.html
http://etfwbl.eu/home/en/introduction
http://www.promotewbl.eu/?p=5393
https://www.dc4work.eu/
https://www.sepe.es/contenidos/autonomos/formacion/formacion.html
http://servicios.educarm.es/templates/portal/ficheros/websDinamicas/30/fct.pdf
https://www.udemy.com/workbasedlearning/
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3. The survey methodology and results 

The VEPA survey  was conducted by all the partners by involving about 30 VET planners (for a total of 150) 

asking them to answer a short questionnaire that aimed to investigate the VET planner needs and their key 

activities in order to help the Competence Profile (IO1) and the Training Guide (IO2) development.  

The survey wanted also to understand which instruments are more valuable for VET planner in their daily 
work in terms of training, tools, resources, case studies or others that could be suggested by respondents 
through open-ended questions, with regard to the 6 areas indicated in the VEPA Application Form: 
planning, managing, monitoring, networking, improving WBL experiences, assessing.  
 
The questionnaire is composed of a part A asking about the characteristics of the interviewee, his/her 
position in the Vocational and Educational Training (VET) system. The part B is more focused on sector-
specific questions,  
 

A. The respondents’ profile 

It emerges that  the majority of the respondent (42,67%) are VET teachers, following by Trainers and 

Coordinators (both 25,33%) and by VET planners that are the 20,00% of the total.  

From these numbers emerges the clear fact that the VET planner does not yet have a definitive working 

role, but often are teachers, trainers or coordinators who have to carve out that role within their profession 

that is formally recognized. 

Question n. 3 wants to understand the main fields in which the interviewees operate. The graph below 

illustrates well that the majority of respondents work in the following fields: Adult 35,37%, Youth34,01%, 

Unemployed 31,29% and school 30.61%.  

Only the 21% of respondents works in the apprenticeship field. This is a very interesting finding for our 

project because it supports the VEPA basic motivation: the lack of the formally recognized professional 

figure of the VET planner in WBL. 

The last question about the personal data of the interviewed, investigates their  years of experience in VET. 

It has come out that most of the responses are concentrated between the highest and lowest slot of time, 

but approximately 1/3 of the total has been working in the field of VET for more than 15 years. 

B. Sector-specific questions 

We firstly asked to rate some instruments associated to VET activities, based  on their supportive 

properties in the everyday job.  

It suddenly emerges that “tools” are the most needed, especially with regard to assessment, managing and 

monitoring. Also “training” is a strong need if associated with planning, managing and improving WBL 

experiences. In this last activity there is a great demand for “case studies”. The lack of “resources” is felt 

almost equally among all the activities listed.  

It is very significant that the respondents feel the lack of all the tools we propose in the “improving WBL 

experiences”. A data that brings to light the importance of creating a specific training path for this area of 

activity. 
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From this point, the questionnaire proposes a set of open-ended questions. The text of every question 

contains activities of the WBL planner already known, that should not be mentioned by the respondent. 

This created some difficulties among the interviewees, in fact not all of them fully answered this part. 

however, the number of responses collected allowed us to make a good analysis of the actual work of the 

VET planner. The in-depth areas are still those indicated in the Application Form: planning, managing, 

networking, improving WBL experiences, assessing. 

The respondents lists the following activities/tasks/skills related to the 5 areas we examined 

 

Planning 
 

 SOCIAL INCLUSION ACQUAINTANCE 
 INNOVATIVENESS ATTITUDE 
 PEDAGOGICAL/LEARNING METHODOLOGIES KNOWLEDGE 
 DIGITAL COMPETENCES SKILLS 
 WORK PLACE KNOWLEDGE 
 NEED ANALYSIS ACTIVITIES 
 PLANNING ACTIVITIES 
 CHECKS OF COMPANIES AND WORKERS ACTIVITIES 
 ECVET  KNOWLEDGE 
 MARKETING STRATEGIES KNOWLEDGE 
 LEGISLATION/REGULATION KNOWLEDGE 
 IMPROVEMENT OF LEARNERS SKILLS RELATED TO LABOUR MARKET 
 GENERAL KNOWLEDGES SKILLS 
 RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS SKILLS 

Managing 
 

 GENERAL ABILITY 
 VET METHODOLOGIES COMPETENCES/KNOWLEDGE 
 FLEXIBILITY ATTITUDE 
 ANALYSIS SKILLS 
 WBL KNOWLEDGE 
 GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
 COORDINATION ACTIVITIES 
 COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
 GENERAL SKILLS 
 LEGISLATION/REGULATION KNOWLEDGE  
 GUIDANCE/SUPPORT SKILLS 
 MONITORING/SUPERVISING SKILLS 
 LEARNING PROCESS KNOWLDGE 

Monitoring 
 

 REPORTING ACTIVITIES 
 PROVIDING TEMPLATES/TOOLS 
 KNOW HOW 
 MONITORING ACTIVITIES 
 GENERAL SKILLS/ACTIVITIES 
 GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
 WBL/VET COMPETENCIES   
 ORGANIZATION OF DOCUMENTATION  
 TESTING ACTIVITIES 
 OTHER/AUDIT 

Networking 
 

 MEETING ORGANIZATION ACTIVITIES 
 KNOW HOW 
 WBL/VET KNOWLEDGE/COMPETENCES 
 RESEARCH SKILLS 
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 VISIT ORGANIZATION  
 GENERAL SKILLS 
 COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
 NETWORKING/COOPERATION SKILLS 
 PARTNERS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 
 COMPANIES MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 
 OTHER  
 

Improving 

WBL 

experiences  

 

 HELPING ABILITIES 
 POINT OUT ACTIVITIES 
 INFORMATION/DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES 
 HANDS – ON TRAINING IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES 
 KNOW HOW  
 WBL/VET KNOWLEDGE 
 MATCHING ABILITIES 
 GENERAL SKILLS 
 INVOLVEMENT SKILLS 
 GOOD PRACTICE EXCHANGE 
 FUND MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 
 LEARNING PROCESS COMPETENCIES 
 OUTGOING/GUIDANCE ACTIVITIES  
 OTHER 

Assessing  

 

 REPORTING ACTIVITIES 
 MONITORING SKILLS 
 EVALUATION ACTIVITIES/TOOLS 
 ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
 TOOLS DESIGNING   
 CERTIFICATION KNOWLEDGE/ACTIVITIES 
 WBL SPECIFIC ASESSMENT KNOWLEDGE 
 GENERAL ASSESSMENT SKILLS/ACTIVITIES/METHODS  
 OTHER 

 
 
Further activities, not mentioned in the previous questions, that might require a special support for VET 

planner  

This question is intended to understand if the VET planner needs more support in other areas of his/her 

work not mentioned in the previous questions. Also this question is “open ended” and it allows us to collect 

a lot of interesting information, very helpful for designing the VET planner profile. 

 A good relationship with learners and companies 
 Know how-to-be 
 Develop a culture of self-training 
 Know how to design the training content 
 Openness to change, pedagogical and technological innovation 
 Know how  
 Development of adaptability to working conditions 
 Support the learner to be more independent in his learning 
 "Train the trainer" in WBL 
 Support and provision of low-educated learners to WBL 
 Support with mobility problems or lack of motivation 
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 Support of acquisition of language skills, the level of language skills has to be permanently 
improved, in particular with occupational terminology, etc. 

 Learning and working belongs together and will even be more linked in the future.  
 Sustainability of cooperation,  
 Sustainability of WBL learning 
 WBL placements offer a an opportunity for low-educated young people to get in touch with the 

labour market and relevant enterprises,  
 Permanent motivation of young people to complete an apprenticeship in the dual system / any 

WBL experience (even when facing e.g. inconvenient working hours; long distance to enterprise; 
physical work; low salaries, ....) 

 Check with employers for WBL funding options 
 Develop a culture of self-training 
 Know how to design the content of the training 
 Soft skills  
 Compiling materials for flexible ways of dealing with situations that could not be previously planned  
 Development of adaptability to working conditions 
 Establishing a plan of measures 
 Archiving of participants feedback 
 Ability to deal with different subjects from different socio-economic backgrounds. 
 Difficulty in attracting a certain type of user (drop out, young people) to the classroom lessons 

 

What are the main difficulties that you face as a VET planner? Please specify 
 

In order to have a clearer idea of the views of the respondents, the answers were grouped into macro-

areas. 

 Difficulties in relations with WBL students 
 Difficulties in relations with partners/companies 
 Difficulties in relation to the managing activities 
 Difficulties due to the lack of specific training/material for WBL operators 
 Difficulties in relation to disadvantaged conditions 
 

The profile that is built within the VEPA project, aims to meet the difficulties encountered by the real VET 

planners interviewed and to create an educational path that helps the VET planner to overcome the above 

mentioned problems and others issues that emerged from the analysis of questionnaires and of the desk 

researches. 

Some examples on how the VEPA VET planner profile responds to the greatest challenges identified above: 

Difficulties in relations with WBL students - In the KEY activity “Planning”, the learning outcome “1.3: WBL 

learners background”, takes into account precisely what learners are,  how/when to involve WBL contents,  

understand the communication techniques (great relational skills: empathy, listening…). The learning 

outcome “ 1.4: Designing a work-based learning programme project/path” foreseen to know how to design 

pedagogical methods and techniques to improve active learners’ participation and to guide learning 

processes and how to identify training needs 

Difficulties in relations with partners/companies. This issue is answered in several Key activities of the 

VEPA VET planner.  In key activity 1. “Planning”, in key activity 2.“Managing” 2.4: Implementing the WBL 

path, Learning outcome 2.4: Implementation of the WBL course taking into account the needs of the 

company, of the student, of the stakeholders and the educational purposes, and especially in the Key 
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activity “Networking with stakeholders”: organizing and managing with different parties involved in the 

WBL activities and their relations. 

Difficulties in relation to the managing activities. The Key activity n. 2 “Managing” is entirely designed to 

provide specific knowledge and skills for those who will have to manage WBL. In particular this key activity, 

has been declined as follows: 

2.1: Managing of WBL within Social and Economical Context 
Learning outcome 2.1: Management of the Work Based Learning taking into account the social and 
economic context in which it is embedded 
2.2: Managing of WBL pedagogical methodologies  

Learning outcome 2.2: Management of the pedagogical methodologies that define Work Based Learning 

2.3: Managing WBL learners 

Learning outcome 2.3: Management of students attending a WBL experience 

2.4: Implementing the WBL path 

Learning outcome 2.4: Implementation of the WBL course taking into account the needs of the company, of 

the student, of the stakeholders  and the educational purposes 

 

Difficulties due to the lack of specific training/material for WBL operators. This aspect is satisfied by the 

entire VEPA project, which provides a series of useful tools for all those who wish to approach the WBL. 

Together with this document, VEPA will produce, as explained in the Chapter n.2, a “Guide to train VET 

planners” in face to face method,  an “E-Course addressed to VET planners” and an “Online assessment 

tool” for the VET planners. 

Difficulties in relation to disadvantaged conditions. Also this point is extensively addressed by the profile 

mapped by the VEPA project experts. For example in the key activity 2.1: Managing of WBL within Social 

and Economical Context, Learning outcome 2.1: Management of the Work Based Learning taking into 

account the social and economic context in which it is embedded and in the key activity n 1. Planning of 

WBL within Social and Economical Context, 6.1: Continuous improvement process, Learning outcome 6.1: 

Assuring and improving the quality of running WBL programmes. 
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4. The VET planner profile: tasks and key activities  

The VEPA competence profile of the VET planner, consists of 6 key activities associated with different learning 

outcomes that were expressed in knowledge, skills, responsibility and autonomy.  

Key Activity 1: Planning 

1.1.: Planning of WBL within Social and Economical Context  

Learning outcome 1.1: Knowing and applying the legislative framework and background of WBL 

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS RESPONSIBILITY and AUTONOMY  

- List common learning practices, particularly in 
the work-based situation 

- Name the skills needed at the work place of the 
identified occupational area 

- Define the skills needed at the work place 

- Know the pedagogical methodologies to 
enhance labour competences of social 
disadvantages groups. 

- Know the existing resources to support training 
processes of learners’ social profiles with low 
incomes 

- Identify suitable enterprises 

- Identify suitable employers for WBL 

- Know the legislation on continuing training 

- Know the documentation related to Erasmus+ 
projects 

- Know legislation regarding the various types of 
WBLs towards the company, the students and 
the training courses (e.g. number of hours etc.) 

- Map existing resources to support 
processes of social inclusion aimed at 
disadvantage social profiles 

- Analyse socioeconomic systems and 
social inclusion processes relationship 

- Obtain information about resources for 
young people (vocational training, grants, 
bonuses in Social Security quotas, etc.) 

- Outlining existing resources related to 
access to employment and improvement 
of employability of discriminated profile 

- Observe information about labour 
legislation 

- Recognize the skills needed at the work 
place 

- Explain the project or programme on 
which the WBL is based to the employer 
in order to make clear the whole 
framework 

- Identify clearly a tutor within the 
company 

- Analyse socioeconomic systems and 
social inclusion processes relationship 

- Analyse Social context analysis related to 
labour market and social inclusion 
processes. 

- Improve employability by including 
gender approach within training 
programmes 

- Visiting enterprises, check of suitability 
for WBL(which competences do they 
train, do they only use WBL for having 
‘cheap’ work force, do they offer 
permanent jobs after WBL experience?) 

- Recognize social context analysis related 
to labour market and social inclusion 
processes of adult unemployed 

1.2: Planning of WBL pedagogical methodologies  

Learning outcome 1.2: Designing a work-based learning programme project/path 

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS RESPONSIBILITY and AUTONOMY 

- Know the pedagogical methodologies to teach 
skills required in a work field and professional 
profile 

- Know the innovative pedagogical 
methodologies and participative educational 
techniques 

- Know the participatory techniques 

- Recognize framework curriculum contents with 
the activities of enterprise and particularly what 
to integrate and train 

- Apply innovative pedagogical 
methodologies studied to vocational 
training activities aimed at young 
unemployed 

- Elaborate didactic activities with pupils 

- Adjust the school curriculum to the needs 
of pupils and labour market according to 
school programs 

- Implement practical laboratory work 

- Select activities of VET candidates from 
the point of view of communication in a 
foreign language (English) 

- Select topics to study 

1.3: WBL learners background 
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Learning outcome 1.3: 

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS RESPONSIBILITY and AUTONOMY 

- Define precisely what learners are 

- Know how/when to involve WBL contents 

- Understand the communication techniques 
(great relational skills: empathy, listening…) 

- Monitor the organization of the learning time 

- Recognize the practices, skills-based approach 

- Help the learners, VET providers, 
companies by providing advice and 
support 

1.4: Designing a WBL programme path 

Learning outcome 1.4: Designing a work-based learning programme project/path 

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS RESPONSIBILITY and AUTONOMY 

- Know how to design pedagogical methods and 
techniques to improve active learners’ 
participation and to guide learning processes 

- Know how to research and organize statistical 
data, market analysis and know the main 
marketing strategies 

- Know how to design new online tools 

- Identify training needs 

- Know how to implement process of setting 
goals 

- Know the theoretical aspects of apprenticeship 

- Identify labour competences training needs 

- Know how to use digital tools 

- Manage budgeting and cost-benefit analysis 

- Recognize the needs of the companies with 
those of learners 

- Manage methodology and tools for monitoring 
the learning process to measure the 
achievement of the expected outcomes 

- Draw up an operational action plan 

- Manage the mastering and use of online 
planning tools 

- Assess the learners 

- Prepare the worksheet for practical 
laboratory work/designing and preparing 
materials 

- Plan training sessions 

- Plan innovative pedagogical methods and 
techniques to improve 

- Design pedagogical methods and 
techniques to improve active learners’ 
participation and to guide learning 
processes 

- Collect information and data for tailor-
made and needs oriented learning 
opportunities 

- Mastering online planning tools 

- Ensure the correlation chart of activities 
with the objectives 

- Define time schedules 

- Recognize the needs of analysis in 
networking 

- Implement ECVET as a learning outcome 
orientated planning instrument  

- Know how to cover the WBL contents 
with the 3-years apprenticeship time 

- Plan meetings with stakeholders and VET 
trainers 

- Analyze the situation of the adults in 
order to concretize the tailor-made 
planning process 

- Setting goals/establishing an operational 
action plan 

- Organize needs-orientated workshops 

- Manage place and resources for the 
activities 

- Match supply with demand 

- Organise employees’ participation in 
training and hands-on training activities 
attending to their availability and 
workload 

- Plan course by respecting the resources 
and curriculum 

- Assess the situation of the adults in order 
to concretise the tailor-made planning 
process 

- Check the educational background of the 
participants for WBL, plan preparative 
measures if required 

Key activity 2 Managing 

2.1: Managing of WBL within Social and Economical Context 

Learning outcome 2.1: Management of the Work Based Learning taking into account the social and economic context in which it is embedded 

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS RESPONSIBILITY and AUTONOMY 
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- Knowledge of regulations related to design, 
management, reporting according to the type 
of funding used. 

- Knowledge of the competences of the bodies 
and institutions in charge of work, social work, 
associations, etc. and of the other local actors 
(associations, social work, etc.) 

- Knowledge about labour market job 
opportunities and legislation 

- Knowledge about innovative economic 
activities (sustainable and inclusive enterprises 
and employments) 

- Knowledge of security on work place regulation 
and privacy act 

- Know how to identify and prioritize activities 

- Analysis of socioeconomic systems, 
gender discrimination, foreign nationals 
rights in the labour market  

- Analysing realistic opportunities and 
learning paths with the learners 

- Check of WBL skills/competences 
acquired on regular basis  

- Making contracts; support procedures 
complains with the Creation of CDL 
curriculum in local development 
according to requests of regional 
economic employees 

- The closure of convections of practice 
with economic agents 

- Ability to search, access and synthesize 
relevant information in a critical and 
systematic manner 

- Ability to organize and identify 
companies needs 

- Facilitate access to existing public 
resources to support training paths to 
access to employment (balance work and 
life, VET courses, subsidies, etc.) 

- Addressing the problem in case of doubt, 
especially administrative and/or about 
reporting 

- Cooperation with WBL enterprises (visits, 
meetings,...)  

- Visit enterprises, talk to WBL learners and 
employers 

- Visit the company during the WBL 
placement 

2.2: Managing of WBL pedagogical methodologies  

Learning outcome 2.2: Management of the pedagogical methodologies that define Work Based Learning 

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS RESPONSIBILITY and AUTONOMY 

- Include hands-on training within training 
curriculum to achieve labour skills required at 
the work place 

- Structure the course as a progression 

- Plan and implement training sessions 

- Plan and Coordinate VET training activities  

- Offering blended learning 

- Planning to follow the themes in accordance 
with the recommended time 

- Planning the curriculum in accordance with the 
recommend time planning 

- Apply pedagogical approaches at the work 
place to improve employees' labour 
competences 

- Apply participatory pedagogical techniques 
to train transversal competences and skills 
related to employability  

- Ability to develop specific tools according 
to the target audience 

- Ability to innovate (method, tool, etc) 

- Ability to adapt contents to training needs 
and feedbacks from learners to achieve 
learning outcomes and acquire the skills 
needed at the work place 

- Meet with external providers according 
to the pedagogical requirements of the 
training plan to adjust, if necessary, 
certain aspects of the training plan 

2.3: Managing WBL learners 

Learning outcome 2.3: Management of students attending a WBL experience 

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS RESPONSIBILITY and AUTONOMY 
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- Know the learning processes 

- Guide learners in order to realize/agree on their 
realistic opportunities on the labour market 

- Know how to counsel and guide to a self-
determined (working) life 

- Learner class coordination 

- Creation, management and involvement of 
learners in exercise firms 

- Ability to match unemployed skills and 
labour competences required at the work 
place 

- Ability to display those labour skills and 
competences (soft skills like 
communication skills, team work, etc.; and 
hard skills, related specifically to the 
professional work field) required to 
learners at the work place 

- Ability to motivate learners 

- Support the capabilities of learners, 
respecting their needs 

- Coordinate with tutors and VET teachers 

- Permanent exchange with employers 
about the changing needs and new 
development 

- Coordinate with tutors and VET teachers 

- Learner class coordination 

2.4: Implementing the WBL path 

Learning outcome 2.4: Implementation of the WBL course taking into account the needs of the company, of the student, of the stakeholders  and the 
educational purposes 

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS RESPONSIBILITY and AUTONOMY 

- Define specific activities on the organization of 
workplaces for learners 

- Go through the proposed themes as planned  

- Establish of the activity plan 

- Emphasize the learning outcome approach  

- Define specific activities related to the 
organization of foreign language courses for 
learners 

- Determine additional training for the purpose 
of perfecting project and to improve the 
management of European vocational training 
projects 

- Know and to choose the right tools and 
resources  to bring the learners directly into the 
world of work 

- Know how to manage remotely 

- Understand the expectations of learners and 
employers 

- Knowledge of supporting learners strategies 

- Permanent skills assessment knowledge 

- To adapt the training services to the 
company's strategy 

- To manage resources to support learners 
participation in training processes 

- To use previous management experiences 

- Presentation of the course reported at the 
level of understanding of learners 

- Ability to respond flexibly to needs and 
unpredictable business developments 
while achieving the objectives of the 
training path.  

- Ability to implement training engineering 

- Ability to self-assess and, depending on the 
placement, the opportunity to make 
changes during the process 

- General management skills: work 
autonomously,  coaching, spirit of initiative 
and teamwork,  ability to communicate 
properly (oral and writing),  personal 
organization and ability to meet 
commitments, problem solving, time 
management (aimed at meeting project 
deadlines), critical thinking,  negotiating 
skills, decision making skills, spirit of 
initiative and teamwork, risk forecasting 

- Ability to guide learning processes to 
match trainee’s learning needs and job 
position requirements 

- Enhance learners' skills and  empowerment 

- Flexibility to adapt learning processes to 
learners' training needs, to the required 
labour skills ("soft" and "hard") at the work 
place, to adapt contents to the learners' 
feedbacks 

- Ability to communicate and inform to 
expose internal procedures and daily tasks 
and duties at the work place 

- Learners are seen as partners in the 
implementation of the institutional 
development project, as well as their 
relationships with teachers, other 
learners and other school employees 

- Evaluation and implementation of 
successful learning paths from other 
learners 

- To recognize the importance of the 
experiences of others (good practices, 
but also ideas not yet experimented on 
the territory) 

- Exchange, face-to-face meeting with in-
company instructors 

- To manage learners supporting needs-
orientated accompanying workshops 

- To respond flexibly to needs and 
unpredictable business developments 
while achieving the objectives of the 
training path. The learning outcomes 
approach has proved to be helpful. 

- Develop solutions and strategies for the 
target groups  

- Set procedures to communicate with 
stakeholders (public administration, 
enterprises , VET providers): mailing, 
meetings, visiting enterprises and VET 
providers, etc. 

-  
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Key activity 3: Monitoring and collecting evidences 

3.1: Monitoring and reporting of WBL within Social and Economical Context 

Learning outcome 3.1: Monitoring and evaluating the different parties involved in the WBL activity and their relations 

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS RESPONSIBILITY and AUTONOMY 

- Master the tools, adapted to companies  

- Manage the techniques for data monitoring and 
processing.  

- Manage the relevant documents (contract, 
monthly reports)  

- Know the regulations 

- Map the precise rules for the 
coordinator/companies  

- Train company personnel to carry out 
learners performance monitoring  

- Elaborate models for monitoring and 
collecting evidence for the company. 

- Monitor  

- Provide companies with templates for 
monitoring student activity and 
gathering evidence.agreements 

- Hence, the VEPA competence profile of 
the VET planner, consists of 6 key 
activities associated with different 
learning outcomes that were expressed 
in knowledge, skills, responsibility and 
autonomy. 

- Complete the Norms of Labor Security 
Technique and Prevention and 
Firefighting training, the lists of daily 
presence 

- Manage the monthly reports in 
cooperation with the companies 

- Provide reports about the 
implementation of training activities 
and the particular role played by each 
stakeholder 

3.2: Monitoring and reporting of WBL pedagogical methodologies 

Learning outcome 3.2: Monitoring and evaluating the different parties involved in the WBL activity and their relations 

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS RESPONSIBILITY and AUTONOMY 

- Know the descriptors and indicators adopted by 
the VET planner course 

- Manage the tools for begin, along and the final 
evaluation of skills and knowledge. 

- Elaborate the trainers templates for 
monitoring and collecting evidence of the 
progress in the achievement of learning 
outcomes 

- Prepare to VET teachers templates to 
monitoring WBL experience 

- Implement the proofs obtained to the 
monitoring activity  

- Interviewing learners periodically about 
their experience and the fulfilment of 
the objectives 

3.3: Monitoring of WBL learners and collecting evidences 

Learning outcome 3.3: Monitoring and evaluating students involved in the WBL activity and their relations 

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS RESPONSIBILITY and AUTONOMY 

- Know the advanced evaluation in the education 
system aiming at the learner’s training success 

- Discern how to clarify the role, tasks and 
objectives of the learner in the company
  

- Identify how to follow up the learner in a 
company 

- Empower the learner by giving him/her 
monitoring tools 

- Analysis of competences 

- Regular update of the learner CV, to 
supports the visualization of learning 
progress 

- Provide reports periodically about the 
development of learners training 
process 

- Monitoring learners progress 

- Notation of students absent/Active 
participants 
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3.4: Monitoring and reporting the WBL path 

Learning outcome 3.4: Monitoring and evaluating the different parties involved in the WBL activity and their relations 

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS RESPONSIBILITY and AUTONOMY 

- Know the dispositions concerning the final 
evaluation due for the course 

- Understand the training objectives to be 
realized 

- Supervise the attendance in the training 
course 

- Possessing tools that allow an objective and 
effective evaluation of the performance 
achieved, constancy and precision in the 
measurements 

- Writing record and other monitoring tools 

- Manage the documentation of the 
cooperation of WBL placement employers 
and WBL learners 

- Understand the  documentation of 
certificates, agreements or objectives 

- Fill documents and references for/with the 
learners 

- Master the documentation according to 
Quality  

- Prepare of work protection 

- Know how to use Europass Mobility as a 
common European instrument for the 
documentation of  learning results 

- Solid knowledge of Management 

- Collecting information and performing 
statistical work 

- Using digital media; Work with digital 
systems for documentation.  

- Design of monitoring tools and their 
application  

- Collect information about assistance and 
the achievement of learning outcomes 
(progress in the learning process) 

- Identification of intervention points to 
achieve planned results 

- Plan how to involve learners in the 
documentation of their learning outcomes, 

- Carry out monitoring, adjustment and 
modification of the schedule 

- Identify the learning progress 

- Elaborate the problem solving technique 

- Monitoring the progress in the 
achievement of learning outcomes 

- Know how to master tools that encourage 
questioning, experimentation, bring new 
ideas and devote time to them 

 

- Write periodical reports are the evidence 
of the progress in the achievement of 
learning outcomes  

- Check for the monthly reports / the 
timesheets / other internal documentation 

- Development of monitoring tolos 

- Provide for periodic inspections of the 
tutor in the company, to assess the 
effectiveness of the Experience for the 
student and his involvement 

- Collect periodical reports from tutors at 
the workplace, VET teachers and trainers 

- Fill up to date: tables of presence, work 
protection NTSM, PSI and all relevant 
documents.  

- Documentation of all relevant information, 
in particular with reference to the learner 

- Respect the data protection 
reglementations 

- Compliance with the graph of activities 

- Inform periodically on the progress of the 
trainees at the work place 

- Analyse internal procedures and reports to 
assess the learning process and the 
achievement of learning outcomes 

Key activity 4: Final assessment, validation and certification 

4.1: Assessment, validation and certification of learning outcomes 

Learning outcome 4.1: Evaluating learners and dealing with examination, certification and follow-up issues 

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS RESPONSIBILITY and AUTONOMY 
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- Know the instructions and the evaluation basis 
of learning outcomes 

- Understand how to provide the result of the 
activities 

- Master the questionnaires for feedback
  

- Understand the contribution to the host 
company 

- skills assessment 

- Understand the learning process and the 
achievement of learning outcomes 

- Know how to conduct an evaluation with 
companies 

- Evaluation and benchmark of relevant data on 
regional level 

- Know to conduct an individual interviews, to 
find out the level of knowledge assimilated by 
pupils  

- Choosing the right evaluation methods and 
tools 

 

 

 

- Evaluation of the WBL course with the 
company, the learners and other 
stakeholders involved (e.g. labor office), 
evaluation from employers and present 
the results obtained 

- Making available evaluation tests and be 
creative and innovative in terms of 
evaluation 

- Identify Students ' expectations from the 
learning levels through evaluation 
activities and guide them to obtain 
professional competence certificates 

- Master evaluation tools and keep 
informed of new diplomas and 
certifications 

- Results of activities based on "learning by 
doing" (writing to improve 
communication skills) and participatory 
techniques 

- Collecting periodical reports about the 
progress in the achievement of the 
learning outcomes 

- Elaboration, application and 
interpretation of the evaluation tools 

- Familiarizing learners and education staff 
with the procedures of making informally 
acquired competencies visible 

- Assess learners progress in the 
achievement of learning outcomes 
(assistance activities implemented during 
the course, etc.) 

- Use questionnaires with key questions 
and apply the questionnaire at the end of 
a stage 

- Analyze each individual interviews to 
evaluate the development of learning 
process at the work place and identify the 
loopholes 

- Manage the final evaluation of 
participants in the project 

- Implement self assessment by the learner 
and interviewing learners about the 
achievement of expected learning 
outcomes 

- Assess of the final evaluation, validation 
and certification and awareness of 
students  training level 

- Apply test to asses learners’ satisfaction 
about training skills expected results 

- support to the update of Europass resume 
and Integrate WBL experiences into 
curriculum education 

- Identify the level of knowledge 
accumulated 

- issue final certificate 

4.2: Assessment, validation and certification of the WBL path 

Learning outcome 4.2: Assessing and evaluating the entire WBL activity 

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS RESPONSIBILITY and AUTONOMY 

- Assess of the length of the internship 

Elaboration, application and interpretation of the 
evaluation tools 

Project team performance/ 

project team relationship/ 

relationship with project partners 

Choosing the right evaluation methods and tools 

Managing individual interviews to evaluate the 
development of learning process at the work place 

 

- Internal procedures to monitoring 
processes to access to employment: 
bimonthly reports on the progress of 
inclusion process, etc. 

- Apply methods that combine self- and 
external evaluation to analyse of the 
learning outcomes (and this learning 
path/project) 

- Analyse of the learning outcomes (and 
this learning path/project) 

- Interventions on gaps identified in the 
learning process 

- In addition to the summative evaluation 
also increasingly use methods of 
formative evaluation: that means, to 
enable educational staff and learners to 
identify further competences to be 
acquired on the basis of determining the 
already acquired competences and thus 
to optimize the learning process." 

- Application of questionnaires appropriate 
to the needs of each company, in view of 
a realistic feedback 

- Elaborate periodically reports collecting 
main information about the results of 
training and report about the progress of 
the learning process 

- Promote self-evaluation of the learners, 
systematically followed by trainer 
supervision 

- Involve all stakeholders in the evaluation 
process and assess the candidates  
competences  

- Fulfilment of Internal procedures and 
reports to supervise the progress of 
learning processes and improvement of 
employability 

 

Key activity 5: Networking with stakeholders 

5.1: Organizing and managing with different parties involved in the WBL activities and their relations 
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Learning outcome 5.1: 

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS RESPONSIBILITY and AUTONOMY 

- List the relevant stakeholders in the territory 
as well as persons and organisations that are 
closely linked to the WBL experience (e.g. 
labour office, trade union) 

- Know rules and means of modern 
communication channels, including data 
protection and social media 

- Understand the relevant regulations with view 
to all the stakeholders involved (e.g. safety at 
work)  

- Research for new WBL activities offered by 
others on regional, national and transnational 
level by using existing networks with peer 
groups in VET. 

- Know relevant funding opportunities for WBL 
experiences offered by relevant stakeholders, 
e.g. labour office, trade unions, European 
Union 

- Name the benefits of WBL activities from the 
perspective of all network partners 

- Set up a contact list with relevant 
stakeholders on local, regional and 
national level 

- Conduct regular meetings with all 
stakeholders involved, e.g. public bodies 
responsible for VET programmes, public 
administration, chambers, enterprises 
training young learners, social 
organisations, VET providers, political 
decision-makers, potential stakeholders 
with new WBL opportunities as well as 
students/learners and their parents. 

- Ensure a regular exchange with the 
colleagues and contact persons in the 
enterprises 

- Apply the proper business language and 
technical terms in order to negotiate with 
relevant parties 

- Manage to deal with various 
communicative situations and different 
personalities 

- Communicate clearly the tasks and 
responsibilities of all stakeholder involved 
in the WBL experience, including the WBL 
learners 

- Apply appropriate communication 
channels and networking tools to ensure a 
continuous flow of information and 
exchange with the relevant stakeholders, 
e.g. phone calls, face-to-face meetings, 
online meetings, visits, mailing, social 
media. 

- Apply suitable instruments for raising 
awareness for WBL topics among 
established or new network partners. 

- Manage group dynamics and find 
solutions in case of conflicts 

- Ensure a regular exchange with all 
stakeholders involved during the WBL 
experience in order to track the 
developments of the individual WBL 
learner. 

- Understand that there are different 
opinions, points of views or cultures and 
accept that not in all cases it is possible to 
find a compromise between different 
parties.  

- Ensure that all the parties (stakeholders) 
are committed to the common goal of a 
successful and sustainable WBL 
experience. 

- Cooperate with stakeholders to ensure a 
continuous improvement of the WBL 
experiences 

- Share relevant information on existing 
tools and resources in order to manage 
WBL experiences with all parties involved 

- Enlarge the target group of WBL learners 
continuously in cooperation with the 
network of stakeholder in order to offer 
WBL experiences also to new target 
groups such as unemployed adults, 
potential school dropouts, handicapped 
learners, migrants and refugees, etc. 

- Share and disseminate good practice and 
results with other interested parties on 
the market. 

- Support a structured and continuous 
dialogue or exchange among the 
stakeholders as well as a systematic 
cooperation. 

- Encourage and support new stakeholders 
to take part in WBL activities. 

Key activity 6: Improving of the WBL experience 

6.1: Continuous improvement process 

Learning outcome 6.1: Assuring and improving the quality of running WBL programmes 

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS RESPONSIBILITY and AUTONOMY 
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- know about the necessity of lifelong learning 
for all stakeholders involved including the VET 
planner 

- Understand the importance of different ways 
of learning: Formal, non-formal and informal 
learning in WBL activities as well as theoretical 
and practical approaches to learning and 
implement these concepts in new WBL 
activities 

- Know about the state-of-the-art research and 
tools on WBL topics on national and 
transnational level. 

- Collect feedback at the end of the WBL 
experience and collate the data from all 
stakeholders involved in the activity  with 
view to improvements of future WBL 
activities 

- Apply the instruments of the PDCA Cycle 
in order to assure the quality of the WBL 
programme 

- Apply any lessons learnt or best practice 
from completed WBL programmes in the 
planning of subsequent activities 

- Implement and verify/update regularly 
suitable monitoring and assessing systems 
to measure the relevance and success of 
the training actions carried our 

- Check the success of the WBL 
programmes with view to the overarching 
aims of increasing learners chances of 
employability as well as raising awareness 
for certain job offers, special occupations 
for companies 

- Match the needs of companies and the 
ideas of learners with short WBL 
programmes in order to ensure future 
long-term cooperation between workers 
and companies and avoid apprenticeship 
or training dropouts. 

- Apply modern digital resources in the 
WBL programme and its monitoring 

- Update one’s own knowledge and skills 
permanently with participating in lifelong 
learning opportunities, in particular with 
digital skills and knowledge of the labour 
market 

- Ensure regular consultations and 
evaluations from all stakeholders involved 
(including WBL learners) on the WBL 
experience and implement the feedback 
for the improvement of future 
programmes 

- Make known works and areas often 
unknown to the stakeholder in order to 
support them for the future to cope 
better with rising demands and new 
situations 

- Optimize the impact of the training 
activities for all stakeholders 

- Plan and develop new tools for validating 
practical / WBL orientated learning 

- Explore potential supporting/funding 
opportunities regularly, e.g. set out by the 
labour office, by trade unions, etc. 

Unit 6.2: Enlarging WBL opportunities/activities 

Learning outcome 6.2: Developing new ideas beyond the established WBL activities 

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS RESPONSIBILITY and AUTONOMY 

- Understand the relevant European 
instruments for referencing formally, non-
formally and informally acquired competences, 
e.g. EQF, ECVET, Europass 

- Know how to implement a new WBL 
programme, e.g. in a new sector, with a new 
partner, on transnational level, etc. 

- Understand and sensitize other stakeholders 
involved for the relevance of competences 
acquired by non-formal or informal learning 

- Identify future job options, occupational needs 
and general developments in particular with 
view to digitalization, ageing society, climate 
change and globalization 

- Find foreign language testing providers for 
learners in order to evaluate their 
language level before (and after) a WBL 
mobility abroad. 

- Complete Europass Mobility Certificates 
for WBL learners in cooperation with a 
VET provider or company abroad. 

- Present and disseminate best practice and 
lessons learnt from WBL programmes in 
the educational sector and beyond and 
order to relate with new partners and 
their ideas 

- Develop additional application training 
opportunities, updating of individuals CVs 
and career planning sessions for WBL 
learners in order to foster their future 
professional career and life planning 

- Set up Europass Mobility Certificates with 
creating learning outcomes in cooperation 
with the companies involved 

- Enlarge the network of relevant 
stakeholders with involving new actors 
and innovative pedagogical concepts that 
ensure the continuous improvement of 
the programme 

- Update own competences on a regular 
basis in terms of lifelong learning in 
particular with view to digital tools, 
European opportunities, funding options, 
new research work on WBL, 
interdisciplinary exchange, etc. 

- Maintain and enlarge professional 
networks on national and international 
level in order to exchange new ideas and 
best practice 
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5. ECVET allocation and EQF 

The description of the tasks of the VET Planner in the Competence Profile is structured according to ECVET guidelines. 

As we saw in the previous chapter, each key activity is associated to one or more learning outcomes and each learning 

outcome broken out into knowledge, skills, responsibility and autonomy.   

VEPA ECVET point allocation: 

 Key Competence/Unit ECVET 

1 PLANNING 0.40 

2  MANAGING 0.40 

3 MONITORING AND COLLECTING EVIDENCES 0.40 

4 FINAL ASSESSMENT, VALIDATION AND CERTIFICATION 0.40 

5 NETWORKING WITH STAKEHOLDERS 0.20 

6 IMPROVING OF THE WBL EXPERIENCE  0.20 

 Tot. 2 

 

Another fundamental European instrument aimed to support the mobility of learners and workers is the European 

Qualifications Framework (EQF).  This instrument is created and adopted by EU to improve transparency, make 

qualifications comparable across countries, facilitating lifelong learning. 

VEPA is EQF level 5: 

 Knowledge Skills Responsibility and 
autonomy 

Level 5  
 
The learning outcomes 
relevant to Level 5 are 

comprehensive, 
specialized, factual and 
theoretical knowledge 
within a field of work or 
study and an awareness of 
the boundaries of that 
knowledge  

a comprehensive range of 
cognitive and practical skills 
required to develop creative 
solutions to abstract problems 

exercise management and 
supervision in contexts of 
work or study activities 
where there is 
unpredictable change  
 
review and develop 
performance of self and 
others 

 

 


